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摘   要 
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In the process of Computer Automatic Meaning Discernment, we found that the 
sense is one of the difficulties in distinguishing Polysemous Word. It’s not reasonable 
for us to study the sense discrimination without actual purpose. Based on Modern 
Chinese Dictionary, this thesis attempts to study the problem in sense discrimination 
of Polysemous Adjectives, and find a solution to revise it for adapting computer’s 
rules. 
There are five chapters in the paper. 
ChapterⅠ: It introduces the background of the project, and the achievement of 
relative research before as well. And the goal, the methods, and the materials 
followed. 
ChapterⅡ: we discuss the characteristics of the sense in the dictionary for 
Chinese language processing. It’s the premise of assessing the sense system of 
Modern Chinese Dictionary. In my opinion, it means “completeness” in “modern, 
common, written materials” and “discrete and disjoint” with clear formal tags. Based 
on Treasures of Modern Chinese Dictionary, we calculate the distance of the 
contribution of two different senses in the semantic system. Most Polysemous 
Adjectivess scatter in various classⅡ,even classⅠ. 
Chapter Ⅲ: at first, we analyze the relation of different senses in the same word. 
Then we do the research on semantic category according the context. Through 
investigation, we found that with the object, the senses point to such characteristics: 
First, the meaning has two aspects: the semantic domain and semantic content. 
Second, the vast majority of words scattered in different distribution of space. Third, 
the semantic category of the different senses of the word are in different class, and the 
number of semantic category company with them are various. The distance between 
two categories are also in diversity. In addition, the color meaning, the ability as 
sentence elements, sentence structures show differences  of is also to serve as the 
















Chapter Ⅳ: From the description of sense system in Modern Chinese Dictionary, 
we found that there are some difficulties when it applies in computer automatic 
meaning discernment: first, the integrity of the meaning information; second, the 
limitation of interpretation words; third, the mixture of different senses; fourth, the 
lack of the form signs between different senses. The last problem is difficult to solve 
for computer. So we focus on the former. The specific practice include adding or 
deleting the senses, modifying the interpretation, uniting two senses or more, and 
dividing a sense into two parts or more. 
This paper is a pre-stage work. We want to find the solution to construct a senses 
system for computer automatic meaning discernment through the description and 
assessment of traditional dictionary. 
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① 基于国家语委“通用语料库”之上的汉语义频词库的开发——多义词词义搭配知识库的构建及词义自动
标注，国家社科基金项目，立项编号“04BYY009”，项目负责人：苏新春教授；英文全称为：Development 

































从表 1 即可看到二者的差异。 
 
表 1 传统词典与机用词典比较 
 传统词典 机用词典 
服务对象 人 计算机 
功能 学习、查考 计算机词义自动甄别的底库资源 
























辨析条件 语境、人的知识储备 语境，特指语境中的形式标志 





















































































为：Development of Polysemous Word Semantic Collocation Knowledge Base and 
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